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Abstract
Despite the recognized excellence of virology and bioinformatics, these
two communities have interacted surprisingly sporadically, aside from some
pioneering work on HIV-1 and influenza. Bringing together the expertise of
bioinformaticians and virologists is crucial, since very specific but fundamen-
tal computational approaches are required for virus research, particularly in
an era of big data. Collaboration between virologists and bioinformaticians is
necessary to improve existing analytical tools, cloud-based systems, compu-
tational resources, data sharing approaches, new diagnostic tools, and bioin-
formatic training. Here, we highlight current progress and discuss potential
avenues for future developments in this promising era of virus bioinformatics.
We end by presenting an overview of current technologies, and by outlining
some of the major challenges and advantages that bioinformatics will bring
to the field of virology.
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1. Crosstalk between Virology and Bioinformatics
Viruses are the cause of a considerable burden to human and animal
health [1]. In recent years we have witnessed both the emergence of new vi-
ral diseases (e.g. MERS, SARS; see Figure 1) and the re-emergence of known
diseases in new geographical areas (e.g. Zika, Dengue and Chikungunya). The
increased global risk of viral emergence is due to a variety of social, environ-
mental and ecological factors. Climate change, deforestation, urbanization,
and the unprecedented mobility of goods, people, animals and disease vectors
are all elements that are facilitating the spread of viral diseases and creating
potentially ideal conditions for pandemics.

































































































































































































































































Figure 1: Unknown/new viruses emerge all the time. Figure is an extended and redrawn
version of https://www.microbiologysociety.org/publication/past-issues/zoonotic-diseases.
html
The economic burden of viral diseases is enormous. The costs of all global
disasters are currently estimated at 150 billion USD per year of which 30
billion USD are attributable to infectious disease outbreaks alone1. Viruses
can also cause diseases in animals and plants. Diseases of livestock affect
food security and inflict considerable economic damage. For example, annual
losses due to foot- and-mouth disease are between 6.5 and 21 billion USD in
endemic areas [2].
Virologists have traditionally concentrated on studying viruses that cause




number of viruses in the biosphere (estimated to be around 1031, about ten
times more abundant than bacteria [3, 4, 5, 6]) and only a minuscule fraction
has been identified [7]. Diverse phenomena critical to the biology of microbes
have been described to be driven by viruses, especially in response to rapid
environmental change [4]. Therefore, the view that viruses are “only” par-
asites is no longer valid. In the environment, viruses are able to transfer
and store genetic information of their host population and influence entire
biogeochemical cycles. Hence, some viruses are pathogens causing impor-
tant diseases (in humans, animals or plants) but the great majority can play
important roles in regulating entire ecosystems.
The field of “virology” also needs to deal with a variety of different viruses
with fundamentally different biological properties including their genetic or-
ganization, replication strategies, host range and host interactions (commen-
sal, antagonists, mutualistic). Importantly, viruses evolve very rapidly and
can quickly vary their genomes in response to various selective pressures in-
cluding the most sophisticated control measures deployed by host (eukaryotic
and prokaryotic) immune systems and/or therapeutic interventions.
There are many fundamental question in virology that need to be tack-
led. For example, how can we capture the full diversity of virus families in
different hosts and environments? How do viruses evolve and how important
is recombination in viral evolution? Is there a single common viral origin or
do we find clearly independent origins? How can we identify the dynamic
gene pool carried by viruses in various ecosystems? Many other questions
will help us to develop strategies to control and treat viral diseases but also
to understand the broader ecological role of viruses.
The power of new genome sequencing technologies, associated with new
tools to handle “big data”, provide unprecedented opportunities to address
fundamental questions in virology. We would like to emphasize that many
of the common questions raised in virology require specific bioinformatics
support [8, 9] and require the combined expertise of both bioinformaticians
and virologist. This is because highly specific computational approaches are
becoming absolutely necessary to address some of the key questions that we
highlight here, in addition to the many other questions being addressed in
virology laboratories across the globe. Approaches to tackle these important
questions are discussed elsewhere [9].
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2. Is Bioinformatics Ready to Go Viral?
There have been remarkably few Bioinformatics communities focusing
on viruses. With few exceptions, viral genomes are therefore rather poorly
annotated and few computational tools and techniques have been developed
specifically to analyze the idiosyncratic features of individual virus families.
Technically, the small size of viral genomes makes it possible to sequence
large numbers of isolates, usually in clinical contexts, an advantage that is
generally unavailable for any other living system. This flood of sequencing
data in itself calls for specific methods of analysis, which so far are partially
available at best. Nevertheless, the current sequencing technologies available
for viral genomes pose challenges because most analysis steps are not easily
automated and every method approach has its own peculiar set of technical
limitations [9]. However, by integrating bioinformatic methods, it could in
future be possible to predict viral evolution in patients just based on individ-
ual virus population characteristics, such as whether an individual contains a
low prevalence virus population with limited genetic variation. Here, the ul-
timate goal would be to forecast the course of a virus infection and to adjust
therapeutic treatments accordingly.
Clearly there is an emerging need for an integrated workflow combining
the different processing steps in viral diversity studies [10]. Such a workflow
could then assist clinicians and virologists on a daily basis to discover and
characterize the underlying virus populations that are causing disease. At-
tempts have recently been made towards achieving this aim, some of which
are listed in the following section and Table 1.
3. Virus related Databases and Tools
A major challenge for algorithm and software development in the big data
field is the biodiversity of viruses with its coverage of multiple scales and its
high complexity [11]. Recently, a handful of new databases and tools have
become available to virologists that will be discussed in the following section
A summary of some of these databases and tools is shown in the first column
of Table 1.
3.1. Virus-specific databases
A few virus-specific databases exist so far for virologists (Table 1, first col-
umn), but a general database for all viruses needs to be urgently developed.
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ViPR database for example integrates genomes for multiple virus families
belonging to the Arenaviridae, Bunyaviridae, Caliciviridae, Coronaviridae,
Flaviviridae, Filoviridae, Hepeviridae, Herpesviridae, Paramyxoviridae, Pi-
cornaviridae, Poxviridae, Reoviridae, Rhabdoviridae and Togaviridae [12].
EpiFlu is currently the most complete collection of genetic sequence data of
influenza viruses and related clinical and epidemiological data [13]. The HIV
database includes genetic sequences and immunological epitope data [14]
while HCV is a complete database of the Hepatitis C Virus [15]. Viral-
Zone provides general molecular and epidemiological information, along with
virion and genome figures. Each virus or family page gives an easy access to
UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot viral protein entries [16]. The Virus Variation Re-
source (VVR) is a selection of web interfaces, analysis and visualization tools
for virus sequence datasets [17].
3.2. Viral genome de novo assembly tools
There have been many tools developed for whole genome assembly (e.g.
Velvet [18], ABySS [19] or Geneious [20]). However, these tools can not be
used for complete viral genomes, due to repetitive elements in the viral UTR
regions and also a low and uneven read coverage [21]. However, algorithms
dedicated for single-cell sequencing, such as SPAdes [22] or IDBA-UD [21]
work well for tested samples. Further, they outperform assembly tools such
as VICUNA [23] designed for viral data. An example of contig alignment view
of EBOV (Ebola) Zaire virus is shown in Fig. 2. We compare ten assembly
tools based on an Illumina sequenced HuH7 cell line infected with the EBOV
Zaire virus 3h post infection [24]. Interestingly, this example indicates that
the non-virus specic tools such as SOAPdenovo-Trans [25] perform very well
in comparison to virus-related tools such as VrAP [26].
3.3. Secondary structures in RNA viruses
The prediction of RNA structure is essential for understanding the regu-
latory functions performed by RNA. To date, there are many tools working
on predicting RNA secondary structure. Common software tools that pre-
dict the secondary structure of an RNA are based on the calculation of the
minimum free energy and can fold reliably on small local windows of up to
300 nt, like mfold [27] and RNAfold [28]. Secondary structures of larger ge-
nomic segments are still computationally challenging. Viruses usually have a
high mutation rate and thus provide sets of similar sequences that are ideal
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Figure 2: Contig alignment view. Comparison of ten assembly tools based on an Illumina
sequenced HuH7 cell line infected with the EBOV Zaire virus 3h post infection [24].
regions up to 800 nt can be accurately predicted based on recent tools like
LocARNA [29] which creates a multiple alignment based on the calculation of
sequence and structure simultaneously.
3.4. Viral Phylogeny
Phylogenetic trees are the most conventional graphical presentation model
for viral phylogenies in the literature. This approach however faces seri-
ous challenges including variation in evolutionary rate, lack of physical “fos-
sil records” of viruses, and confounding evolutionary relationships between
viruses and their hosts. Several methods and software tools exist in the
literature such as AdaPatch [30], AntiPatch [31] and AntigenicTree [32].
Nevertheless, phylogenetic trees still struggle to account for many virus evo-
lutionary processes such as horizontal gene transfer, recombination, or the
evolutionary relationships between viruses and their hosts. Together, there
is a need for unconventional computational methods to help resolve these
special aspects of virus phylogeny.
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3.5. Virus Evolution
Processes such genetic reassortment and recombination, exemplified by
influenza viruses [33], but also common in nonsegmented viruses [34], can
enable viruses to dramatically change their epidemiology and host range, be-
ing frequently associated with disease emergence such as in the recent case
of H1N1 Swine flu [35]. Studying genome evolution is thus integral to under-
standing viruses and their potential to emerge in novel host species. A point
to consider here is that virus evolution and host ecology are inseparable.
RNA viruses in particular are among the fastest evolving biological entities
with evolutionary rates of 103 10−5 substitutions per site per year [36]. For
these virusesin contrast to their eukaryotic hostsecological and evolutionary
timescales overlap dramatically, making virus evolution integral to any study
of virus biology. The extremely high mutation rates of some viruses pose par-
ticular challenges to sequencing technologies and bioinformatics, where dis-
tinguishing sequencing error from real mutations can pose problems. Novel
wet-lab techniques such as Cir-seq [37], which links replicated reads of an
original molecule through circularization and then rolling circle amplication
(RCA), can lessen the impact of sequencing error. Alternatively, approaches
such as BAsE-Seq [38] can produce a similar effect by transposing template-
specific barcodes onto virus genomes. BAsE-Seq reduces error by assign-
ing reads containing identical barcodes to the same read-family. This has
the added feature of permitting assembly of complete haplotypes. Unfortu-
nately, both RCA- and unique barcode-based approaches are hampered by
significant limitations in yield and high sequencing waste, although a recent
technique combining both methodologies could hold promise [39].
3.6. Virus annotation and genotyping
Genome annotation is an essential process for identifying gene locations,
functions, and the coding and non-coding regions of a genome. Recently, a
few virus related tools have been developed for annotation. For example,
GLUE is an open-source software toolkit that can be used for the storage and
interpretation of sequence data. It can be used to organize viral sequence
data, even with multiple sequence alignments (MSAs). Thus, GLUE can be
used as both, a resource for data and as analysis and storage platform. On
the other hand, ATHLATES identifies human leukocyte antigens (HLAs) from
Illumina exome sequencing data. With correctly identified HLAs one is able
to determine pathogens, which can be viruses. PRiSM is a set of algorithms
specifically to create primers for the amplifcation and sequencing of short
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viral genomes. The advantage of PRiSM lies in the maintaining of sample
population diversity. Tanoti is a BLAST guided reference based short read
aligner. It is developed for maximising alignment in highly variable next
generation sequence data sets (Illumina) [40] and RotaC2.0 is automated
genotyping tool which is specific for the group A rotaviruses.
Table 1: List of selected virus Bioinformatical Databases and tools. Further specific details









DIGS [41] AV454 [42] mfold [27] ATHLATES [43] AdaPatch [30]
EpiFlu [13] SPAdes [44] LocARNA [29] GLUE [45] AntiPatch [31]
HCV [15] RIEMS [46] LRIscan [47] PriSM [48] AntigenicTree [32]
HIV [14] V-FAT [49] RNAalifold [50] Tanoti [40]
ICTV [51] VICUNA [23] RNAfold [28]
ViPR [12] VrAP [26]
ViralZone [16] SOAP [25]
VVR [17]
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4. Where to now
The future of virus bioinformatics depends on rapid specific bioinformat-
ical software development, establishment of useful virus-specific databases
and tools, and the establishment of joint interdisciplinary research projects.
It also requires immediate actions, including graduate summer schools, ring
trials, courses for principal investigators and annual meetings and workshops.
These cannot be met by individual countries acting alone. To this end, the
European Virus Bioinformatics Center (EVBC), consisting of virologists and
bioinformaticians from all over Europe, was recently founded to coordinate
efforts in a new era of virus bioinformatics. The EVBC hopes to fill some of
the fundamental outstanding knowledge gaps facing virus research. Mean-
while, DiaMETA-net is a network of German research groups devoted to the
very broad detection and characterization of pathogens (viruses, bacteria,
parasites) by means of NGS.
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